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March 11, 1778
Lieutenant Gotthold Frederick Enslin becomes the
first documented service member to be dismissed
from the U.S. military for homosexuality. Under
an order from General George Washington which
states “abhorrence and detestation of such infamous
crimes,” Lt. Enslin is drummed out of the Continental
Army after being found guilty of sodomy.
1919
Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt
requests an investigation into “vice and depravity” in
the sea services. A sting operation is launched in which
undercover operatives attempt to seduce sailors suspected of being homosexual. At least 17 sailors are
jailed and court-martialed before public outcry prompts
the Senate to condemn the operation.
1921
The U.S. Army issues standards in which “stigmata
of degeneration” such as feminine characteristics
and “sexual perversion” can result in a male being
declared unfit for service.
1942
Military psychiatrists warn that “psychopathic personality disorders” make homosexual individuals unfit to
fight. The military issues the first formal regulations
to list homosexuality as an excludable characteristic.
Those in the military identified as homosexuals can
be discharged and denied veterans benefits.

March 1, 1917
The Articles of War of 1916 are implemented. A
revision of the Articles of War of 1806, the new
regulations detail statutes governing U.S. military
discipline and justice. Under the category Miscellaneous Crimes and Offences, Article 93 states
that any person subject to military law who commits “assault with intent to commit sodomy” shall
be punished as a court-martial may direct.
June 4, 1920
Congress approves modified Articles of War.
Article 93 is changed to make the act of sodomy a
crime in itself, separate from the offense of assault
with intent to commit sodomy.

1941
The U. S. Selective Service System includes “homosexual proclivities” as a disqualifying condition
for inclusion in the military draft.
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January 20, 1950
Army Regulation 600-443 is published, identifying
three categories of homosexuals. Those deemed
to be aggressive are placed in Class I and are
subjected to general court-martial. Homosexuals
considered active but non-aggressive are placed
in Class II and can avoid a court-martial by accepting a dishonorable discharge – or resigning, if they
are officers. Personnel professing or exhibiting homosexual tendencies without committing a violation of the sodomy statute are designated Class III
and can be removed from service under general or
honorable discharge.
April 27, 1953
Expressing national security and counterespionage concerns, President Dwight D Eisenhower
signs Executive Order 10450 which prohibits Federal employees from being members of a group or
organization considered subversive. The order lists
“sexual perversion” as a security risk constituting
grounds for termination or denial of employment.
November 1972
Army Regulation 635-200 establishes policy for
discharging enlisted personnel found to be unfit or unsuitable for duty. Homosexual acts are
specifically designated as grounds for dismissal.
Enforcement, however, is often left to the discretion of commanders.
May 1980
A federal district court orders the Army to reinstate
Staff Sergeant Miriam Ben-Shalom, ruling that
her discharge four years earlier, violated her First
Amendment rights. The Army dismisses the order, Ben-Shalom to file a motion of contempt. After
initial victories, her battle ends in 1990 when the
Supreme Court refuses to hear her case, upholding
an earlier decision that ruled in favor of the Army.

May 31, 1951
The Uniform Code of Military Conduct is adopted.
Article 125 forbids sodomy among all military personnel, defining it as “any person subject to this
chapter who engages in unnatural carnal copulation with another person of the same or opposite
sex or with an animal is guilty of sodomy. Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete the
offence.” The 1951 Manual for Courts-Martial provides an even more explicit description of acts considered sodomy under military law.

1957
Captain S. H. Crittenden chairs a U. S. Navy Board
of Inquiry that issues a report concluding there is
“no sound basis for the belief that homosexuals
posed a security risk.”

July 16, 1976
The U. S. District Court in Washington D.C., upholds the decision of the U. S. Air Force to discharge Technical Sergeant Leonard Matlovich after he admits to being homosexual. Matlovich had
challenged the military’s anti-gay policy on constitutional grounds. Matlovich appeals the District
Court’s ruling, but would eventually accept an honorable discharge and cash settlement to drop the
case against the Air Force.
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January 16, 1981
The Department of Defense issues Directive
1332.14, stating that “homosexuality is incompatible with military service” and that any service
member who has “engaged in, has attempted to
engage in, or has solicited another to engage in
a homosexual act” will face mandatory discharge.
The directive will be reissued with updates in 1982,
1993 and 2008.
1992
During his presidential campaign, Governor Bill
Clinton promises that, if elected, he would allow
military service by all who otherwise qualify to
serve – regardless of sexual orientation.
November 30, 1993
After failing to overcome opposition to allowing gays
to serve openly in the military, President Clinton
signs into law the current policy known as “Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell” into law. Although often referred to
as a compromise, the policy still defines homosexuality as “an unacceptable risk to the high standards
of morale, good order and discipline, and unit cohesion that are the essence of military capability.”
More than 13,000 members of the armed services
have been discharged under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
January 27, 2010
President Obama announces during his State of
the Union address that “this year, I will work with
Congress and our military to finally repeal the law
that denies gay Americans the right to serve the
country they love because of who they are.”
September 9, 2010
U.S. District Judge Virginia Phillips rules that the “Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell” policy is unconstitutional, violating the
First and Fifth Amendment rights of homosexuals.

December 1988
In a report commissioned by the Department of Defense, the Defense Personnel Security Research
and Education Center supports the conclusions
of the 1957 Crittenden Report that homosexuals
pose no significant security risk. Military leaders
challenge the veracity of the research used in the
analysis.

June 12, 1992
The Government Accounting Office (GAO) releases a report estimating that the cost associated for
replacing service men and women discharged for
homosexuality is $28,266 for each enlisted member and $120,772 for each officer. The GAO notes
that the estimates do not include investigation, outprocessing and court costs.
2007
Senator Barack Obama, campaigning for the presidency, pledges that if elected he will repeal the
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy within 100 days of taking office and allow gay men and women to serve
openly in the military.
March 25, 2010
The Pentagon announces modified guidelines for
the enforcement of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” – providing greater protection from hearsay evidence and
accusations based on hidden agendas. Parties
providing information about alleged gay service
personnel must do so under oath and will be subject to “special scrutiny” to determine their motives.
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October 12, 2010
Judge Phillips issues an injunction to stop enforcement of the ban on gays serving openly. The
Obama adminstration requests Judge Phillips to
stay her ruling, saying it “threatens to disrupt ongoing military operations” during wartime.
December 15, 2010
The House of Representatives votes to repeal
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” by passing bill H.R. 2965.
December 22, 2010
President Barack Obama signs the repeal into law.
The formal repeal will not begin until 60 days after
the President, Secretary of State and Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff certify in writing that the
military is sufficiently prepared for the change.

November 30, 2010
The Department of Defense releases a report concluding that the repeal of the ban on gays in the
armed forces would have a minimal negative impact on the military’s effectiveness.
December 18, 2010
The Senate votes to repeal “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”
by passing bill S. 4023.

source: http://www.usni.org/news-and-features/dont-ask-dont-tell/timeline
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Gay Pride march in London, July 2005

Photo by rsambrook

Eight reasons why antimilitarism
needs queer

1

Militarism is not just a war, an army or a
fighter jet. Militarism is a system, a logic
and a set of norms that perpetuates and
recreates our societies and our daily lives.
Queer analysis of power is a political tool that
can help us to challenge these norms. Queer
liberation isn't about equality within a
patriarchal and militarist system, it is about
going beyond the politics of inclusion and
creating future just societies that do not
merely recreate systems of power under
different names.

2

Militarism perpetuates rigid gender
norms, and is rooted in heterosexist
ideas of gender that define masculinity
as physically powerful and aggressive and
feminity as meek and passive. Queer and
transgender people, and queer analysis and
activism, challenge the legitimacy of these
norms, and thus challenge the basis and
ideas of militarism.

3

Militarism depends upon and recreates
a racist and hierarchical world order that
tells us whose life is worth defending
and whose is not. The image of "the other"
needs to exist as well as a united "we" (white,
heterosexual, ablebodied, man.) whose life is

worth defending. Queer analysis that
foregrounds, cultivates and nurtures
difference is a challenge to the existence of
this homogenous "we", and thus to the logic
behind the existence of the military.

4

There's a longstanding opposition to
the military from queer communities
and other marginalised groups. These
groups have since long realised that the
military is not acting in their interests. Now
other parts of the antimilitarist movement
need to recognise this tremendous
antimilitarist activism and join with all groups
struggling for peace and justice.

5

Movements where queer and
transgendered people  or any other
group  feel excluded, not listened to
and not taken seriously, of course fail
drastically in accountability. Actively working
to make our movements inclusive does not
just make us a larger movement, it makes
room for more perspectives and experiences
and makes us more creative and effective in
our work against militarism.

continued on page 2

Queer and antimilitarism is the
theme of this Broken Rifle, and
we hope this will create some
debate within WRI and beyond.
Most articles have been written
especially for this issue, with the
exception of Tamara K Nopper's
article on Don't Ask Don't Tell,
which we republish from Against
Equality: Don't Ask to Fight Their
Wars. Don't Ask Don't Tell was
finally repealed in December
2010, but this does not make her
arguments less important.
Alvine Anderson presents eight
arguments why antimilitarism
needs queer  queer people and
a queer analysis. Miles Tanhira
follows from this arguing that
war resistance needs to be an
integral part of a queer struggle,
and the recent events in Zim
babwe show how threatened
queer people and organisations
are in an escalated conflict.
Pelao Carvallo uses the lan
guage and analysis of queer to
look at the situation in Paraguay
after the ousting of President
Fernando Lugo during a parlia
mentary coup in June. Yu Min
Seok describes the problems
queers and conscientious objec
tor face in South Korea, and
links both to masculinity. And
Tomato explores the discrimi
nation she as a lesbian faced in
the struggle against a new naval
base on Jeju island. Finally, Ali
Erol describes the difficult
choices gays face in Turkey
when they are confronted with
compulsory military service.
These articles show that there is
a range of queer perspectives
when it comes to militarism or
military service, and there is not
always an easy answer. But they
also show how important and
beneficial it might be for antimili
tarists to take on a queer pers
pective when analysing milita
rism. As Alvine Anderson writes:
"Actively working to make our
movements inclusive does not
just make us a larger movement,
it makes room for more perspec
tives and experiences and
makes us more creative and
effective in our work against
militarism."
Andreas Speck
Thanks also to Mr. Fish and
Against Equality for lots of the
images.

excerpt from: http://www.againstequality.org/files/broken_rifle_english.pdf
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Queer and antimilitarism

Why resistance to war is a central and important part
of a queer struggle

For example in Zimbabwe, whenever
the chips are down for politicians they find
a social issue that is highly emotive and
try to use it to prosecute their private
wars, that’s why people are not interested
in understanding LGBT people, they are
interested in the existence of the issue
and meting out instant justice. Politicians
feel the urge to keep society at an
emotional level so that whenever things
are not going right for them or their
political parties they invoke the issue of
homosexuality, because people share the
same hatred and fears as them.
Politicians and some religious leaders
pick on an issue that brings numerical
advantage, meanwhile the minority of
homosexual people become a perfect
field for those prosecuting personal wars.
So by bringing in an issue that many
people do not fully understand, and
blocking any avenues for people to
access information, these politicians hope
to get people to rally to them.
There is no doubt that war breeds
untold misery for those who are in
positions of less power, as the power
dynamics come into play. When people
are polarised along political, racial, and

Continued from page 1

6

LGBTQ people remain under attack
by militaries and governments all
over the world. The state
discriminates against and sanctions
violence against LGBTQ people, hate
crime rates rise in militarised
communities, at the same time as the
possibilities for norm breakers and other
marginalised groups are restrained.
Radical movements must stand in
solidarity with those most affected by
militarism, which include LGBTQ people.

7

The military is currently using
LGBTQ communities to legitimise
their activities. By creating a (false)
public image of a "modern" and "open"
military, they seek to create acceptance
for militarism and military "solutions".

2
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gender lines, the weakest link, in this case
LGBTI people, bear the brunt of war. The
media, especially the stateowned, is at
the forefront of churning out homophobic
rhetoric and sensationalising stories
involving LGBTI people. Most of the
reports are meant to incite hatred and
violence.
Hate speech against LGBTI people
fuels the flame of homophobia, making
them a target of frustrated people who
feel they have carte blanche to harm
minorities. In such a scenario there is no
redress even if LGBTI people were to
report cases to the police.
War leads to oppression and injustices
being perpetrated against people. All
forms of war contribute to human rights
abuses and the curtailing of constitutional
liberties such as freedom of association
and freedom of expression. During war
situations people find it difficult to get
access to basic rights like food, water and
health. Stateinstigated homophobia fuels
wider homophobia and has negative
effects on the lives and living conditions of
LGBTI people. When it comes to
accessing health services for instance,
they are driven underground and most die
in silence because of a system which
criminalises their conduct.
Fundamentalism gains momentum in
war situations as people become guarded
over the things that they believe in; any
diversity is treated with suspicion and is
oppressed. Those people with dissenting
voices become a target. This affects
activists who try to do their work in such a
volatile environment. As Africa witnesses

Queer people are organising against this
"pinkwashing" of their struggles, and
refuse to be used to legitimise death and
destruction. Together we must show that
an antimilitarist world is a really secure
world for LGBTQ people and others.

8

Any change starts at home. A
heterosexist, patriarchal culture
promotes and legitimises war. A
movement working against war must
challenge these norms within their own
movements and communities as well as in
society as a whole. We must address all
issues of structural, personal, and intimate
violence wherever they exist, to create
truly secure and sustainable cultures that
promote peace and justice.
Alvine Andersson

Alvine Andersson is active in the Swedish
antimilitarist network Ofog.

a spate of activity in the Global Culture
wars being influenced by some American
conservatives pushing an anti
homosexuality agenda in churches,
Zimbabwe has not been spared. Some
religious fundamentalists who were
advocating the death penalty for
homosexuals in Uganda have also been
to Zimbabwean churches preaching the
gospel of hate.
Not to be outdone, traditional leaders
also deride homosexuality as a western
disease and unAfrican. This homophobia
– deeply ingrained in cultural practices –
leads to family and urban violence against
LGBTI people and their allies.
Zimbabwe has been described by
many as a military state: the heavy
presence of gunwielding police officers
and soldiers on street corners, coupled
with the recruiting of youths into national
youths service camps, bears clear
testimony to this. Most of the youths who
undergo the military training are
appendages of the ruling party and are
trained to unleash terror on anyone with
dissenting opinions. Being given credit for
“work” carried out gives them carte
blanche to attack LGBTI people as an act
of patriotism. The ruling party ideology
blames the opposition for inviting targeted
sanctions on the country, hence bringing
about suffering. This has managed to
invoke anger in may people who view the
opposition as the source of their misery
and, because they are funded by the
west, they are also seen as sympathetic
to the LGBTI agenda. This link between
the sanctions, the opposition and
homosexuality has been made reference

to so many times, mak
target for hate and vio

excerpt from: http://www.againstequality.org/files/broken_rifle_english.pdf

Steve Biko, an antiapartheid activist,
once said the oppressed aspire to be the
oppressor. This is true when it comes to
the effects of war on minorities such as
LGBTI people. In most African countries
for instance, the issue of homosexuality
has been used by power hungry
politicians to hoodwink people into
believing that homosexuality is the cause
of their misery.
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A common sight: police monitoring the Milton park neighborhood; GALZ offices are in this area.
(Photo by Miles Tanhira)
to so many times, making LGBTI people a
target for hate and violence.
War and militarism reinforce gender norms
and roles, and punish those who go beyond
these, hence LGBTI people are ostracised and
under attack. This is evidenced in the
militarisation of sport, resulting in adverse
effects on some LGBTI people who are into
such disciplines. Young people are lured into
joining sporting teams, which are supported by
the army, and once they join they automatically
have to be involved in the military forces. This
is particularly true for young women into
soccer. These women are forced to dress and
behave in a societally accepted way, and those
who cross the boundaries are pushed into line
with harsh punishment or dismissal from both
the team and army.
Aside from sexual and domestic violence,
women also suffer other forms of gender
specific violence before, during and after
conflicts. For example, women may not have
access to adequate reproductive health
services in times of crisis, and women and
LGBTI communities may experience a
backlash against their sexual rights.
According to reports, one consequence of
militarism is the use of sexual violence to
assert power over others. Militarism tends to
privilege a particular form of aggressive
masculinity, and thus rape is often used as a
tactic of war, to drive fear and to humiliate
women and their communities. Sexual violence
in conflict and postconflict situations is used to
reinforce gendered and political hierarchies. On
a different level, intimate partner violence is
another form of exerting control – particularly

when the abusers experience a decrease in
power in other aspects of their lives. Access to
small arms, military training, or exposure to
intense violence and trauma in conflict
situations, may exacerbate intimate partner
violence, with impunity for military personnel in
cases of violence against women, violations
committed by peacekeeping forces, and
violence and abuse of women living and
working around military bases. Militarised
governments may also use force against their
own civilians, suspend the rule of law in an
“emergency” period, or use “antiterrorism”
laws to suppress prodemocracy movements or
to silence human rights defenders. Institutions
such as police forces, aid organisations,
religious establishments, the media, schools,
and the judiciary, can also be militarised so that
the lines between military and civilian life are
blurred.
As militarism rears its ugly head in
Zimbabwe, the LGBTI community has been at
the receiving end. The strategy to instill fear in
the hearts and minds of the masses under the
guise of maintaining peace and security is itself
a threat to the peaceful existence of people as,
it often leads to violation of minorities’ rights.
Miles Rutendo Tanhira
Miles Rutendo Tanhira is a journalist,
human rights defender, LGBTI rights activist,
peace activist and feminist. Miles also has a
passion for photography and other creative
ways of speaking out against injustices.
Currently Miles is the Information and
Communications Officer of WRI's affiliate Gays
and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ).

War Resisters' International (WRI), the
international network of pacifist orga
nisations with more than 80 affiliates
in more than 40 countries, calls for an
end to the harassment of our affiliate
Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe
(GALZ) and to the physical attacks on
members of GALZ. Furthermore, WRI
strongly condemns the violation of
basic human rights of the members of
GALZ, such as freedom of associa
tion, freedom from arbitrary arrest,
and freedom from torture and degra
ding treatment.
On 11 August 2012, GALZ launched
its report on violations of LGBTI rights
in Zimbabwe with a press conference
at the GALZ office in Harare. Follow
ing the press conference, GALZ
members celebrated the successful
launch with a party, which was then
raided by police, who detained the 44
members of GALZ present  31 men
and 13 women. All were subjected to
beatings and abuse while in detention,
but released the following morning
without charge.
A few days later, the police started a
hunt for those detained on 11 August,
detaining three who they encountered
at home for questioning, and ordering
those who they did not find to report to
their local police station. While those
detained have been released, this
hunt again serves as intimidation  a
clear attempt to make GALZ's work
impossible. Subsequently, on 20 Au
gust, police raided the office of GALZ
and seized computers and literature.
The present harassment of GALZ and
its members follows earlier attempts
at intimidation. In May 2010, police
raided the office of GALZ and arrested
two members of staff. A few days later
the police also raided the home of the
director of GALZ, who was not at
home at the time. Both staff who had
been arrested were released after a
few days, and acquitted a few months
later, but items seized during the raid
have not yet been returned.
Established in 1990, GALZ has been
affiliated with WRI since 2001, taking
an active role in our activities and
currently helping us prepare our 2014
international conference in South
Africa provisionally titled "Resisting
the continuums of violence". We are
fully aware of the extent of Zimbabwe
state violence against its own citizens.
Whether fuelled by greed, the lust for
power or homophobia, these forms of
violence are connected. The violation
of any human right weakens respect
for human rights themselves. Above
all, the harassment of human right
defenders  such as GALZ, who have
prepared a serious report on Zimbab
we's violations of lesbians, gays and
transsexuals  is a warning to all those
who oppose the abuse of state power.
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A Military Job Is Not Economic Justice: QEJ Statement on DADT
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A Military Job Is Not Economic Justice: QEJ Statement on DADT
Posted by Q4EJ on December 22, 2010 · 27 Comments
In just a few moments President Obama is scheduled to sign the repeal of the Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell (DADT) policy, which in theory, will allow for
gay and lesbian members of the military to serve without being in the closet.
Queers for Economic Justice staff and constituents have all met people in the LGBT movement who have said to us that the DADT repeal is an
economic justice victory, since many poor and working-class LGBT people join the military to have access to better jobs, and because the military
is the nation’s largest employer, QEJ should be joining the in the victory dance.
But QEJ believes military service is not economic justice, and it is immoral that the military is the nation’s de facto jobs program for poor and
working-class people. And since QEJ organizes LGBTQ homeless people in New York City, we wanted to remind the LGBT community and
progressive anti-war allies that militarism and war profiteering do not serve the interests of LGBT people. Here’s how:
1. The National Coalition for Homeless Veterans reports that about one-third of all homeless people in the US are veterans, but about 1.5 million
more veterans are at risk of homelessness “due to poverty, lack of support networks, and dismal living conditions in overcrowded or
substandard housing.” They also report that 56% of homeless veterans are Black or Latino.
2. Some studies also show that one in four veterans becomes disabled as a result of physical violence or emotional trauma of war. There are
currently 30,000 disabled veterans from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
3. Rape and sexual violence are very common occurrences for women in the military, and the ACLU is currently suing the Pentagon to get the
real numbers on reported incidences.
4. Half of the US budget in 2009 was made up of military spending, including current expenditures, veterans benefits and the portion of the
national debt caused by military costs, according to the War Resisters’ League. That is more than the US spent on Health & Human Services,
Social Security Administration, Housing and Urban Development and the Department Education combined. Wouldn’t more social safety net
spending help the millions of queers who can barely make ends meet?
In short, military service is not economic justice.
Furthermore, QEJ understands that there are LGBTQ people in other parts of the world, particularly Iraq and Afghanistan, who have been killed,
traumatized, or made disabled directly as a result of the recent US-led wars, or who have become vulnerable targets by fundamentalist backlashes to
US imperialism. We stand in solidarity with other LGBTQ people around the globe, and do not condone violence against them or their home
countries so that “our gays” have the “right” to serve openly in the military.
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QEJ supports real economic justice. You should support QEJ this season.
It’s hard to ask for a donation on such a tough issue, but showing your support for real economic justice is one way to reject the framing of
militarism as economic opportunity. Make a donation to QEJ today.
From all of us,
Queers for Economic Justice
Filed under News, Think Queer · Tagged with dadt, dont ask dont tell, gays in the military, qej
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1.

Blanco says:
December 22, 2010 at 6:08 pm
As a Gay Veteran, I am truly grateful that I served in the military. I was discharged for being gay. My experience was a good one. I served
before “don’t ask, don’t tell”.
From my experience, being openly gay didn’t matter. There is this bond of brotherhood that trumps all racial , political, cultural, and, yes,
even, sexual orientation barriers.
You wouldn’t understand unless you served in the Arm Forces.
Gay and Lesbians have always served in military. The only difference now is that it will be official.
I challenge everyone at Queers for Economic Justice to sign up and served at least four years in the military.
I’ll stop. I’m scaring you.
Please look at the big picture as an American, not just a Queer American.
Peace and Light,
Gabriel

2.

Ed McC says:
December 22, 2010 at 8:45 pm
excellent article. Poor people have always been used for cannon fodder and the rich would pay poor guys to take their place even during the
Civil War and I believe even before that not only in this country but other ones.
Economic justice my foot….a lost leg or other limb does not grow back!

3.

Nozomi Ikuta says:
December 23, 2010 at 9:07 am
Oh thank goodness for a word of truth and sanity!

4.

piter manchus says:
December 23, 2010 at 6:43 pm
I love obama! No DADT+Marriage Equality=Union Jobs for Poor LGBT Community- Queers

5.

Richard says:
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January 2, 2011 at 9:36 pm
Thanks for publishing this important essay. A Few Queers On The Prowl stands with you.
I will never understand why anyone would want to do the bidding of the war mongers and help the imperialists fight the world. The so called
discrimination that L & G’s face in the military is just a ‘pull my hair’ compared to what they will and are doing to folks around the world.
An interesting article was published by Saffo and from it I quote:
“If DADT gets passed then that means homeless queer and trans youth– predominantly of color– who have run away or have been kicked out
by their parents for being queer and have few other options are going to be sucked in and exploited by military recruiters. the fuckers that are
organizing this repeal DADT shit don’t give a FUCK about how this is going to affect the most marginalized members of our community.
that’s because this agenda is set by the most privilieged LGBT folks.” ……….Saffo
Read the full story, don’t ask, don’t tell, don’t care who you’re murdering by Saffo.

6.

LGBTvet says:
January 10, 2011 at 11:41 am
The repeal of DADT needs to be celebrated for some reasons but that doesn’t mean it has to be so for all reasons. Just because repeal is a
good thing, it doesn’t mean everything associated is a good thing. The temptation of both “sides” to lump everything together lessens the
conversation.
DADT helped cover up rape. It hurt those who joined- many of who falsely belived the glossy promises. It is good the government can no
longer perpetrate this discrimination, but to support repeal doesn’t mean one supports civilian deaths nor did the policy stop gay people from
the possibility of participating in them.

7.

Kathrin P. Ivanovic says:
January 21, 2011 at 6:49 pm
It’s not economic justice but military service and the benefits service members have access to, provided for thousands upon thousands of
white soldiers returning from WWII access to build wealth through homeownership and other services, benefits people of color and women
were barred from (not to mention individuals who wished to serve openly who identified as lgbt or q), full stop, and that is significant in the
quest for economic justice.
I think the GI bill is still a powerful tool that, for some, is the only means for accessing post-secondary education. There is significant
evidence indicating that individuals with an undergraduate degree have a significantly higher income potential than individuals with just a
high school diploma (similar evidence between high school diploma and GED). It’s not perfect, but I think it is a significant step in the right
direction.

8.

Ramon Torstrick says:
July 24, 2011 at 11:17 am
Many thanks for showing this ” A Military Job Is Not Economic Justice: QEJ Statement on DADT “. Your site is properly executed. I am
stunned at the details that you have at this specific internet page. It reveals exactly how good you are aware of this specific subject. Just book
marked http://q4ej.org/military-job-is-not-economic-justice-qej-statement-on-dadt, will come back for more information. I came across
precisely the information I require just after browsing all over and just couldn’t get. Just what a perfect site.
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